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THE C RACO S OC I ETY
THE CRACOTAN PAPER S TOCK MEN OF NEW YORK
Immigrants at the turn of the 20th century brought
with them skills or learned experiences from their native
countries and used them in their new homeland. Some of
these capabilities evolved into businesses and sources of income that far exceeded what was possible in their old homeland. Tradesmen in small villages in the old country had
limited opportunities but when they arrived in New York
City their potential exploded. The same was true for the unskilled laborers whose strength and willingness to work were
sought by a growing country.
Immigrant communities were also tightknit and
shared opportunities among themselves often excluding or
even displacing others for housing and work. The job opportunities, perhaps limited by prejudice or the lack of the English language, created some niches in business that were
dominated by immigrant groups. Examples can be seen in
the “Irish washer-woman” or the Chinese hand laundry.”
Amongst the Italian immigrants there were also synonymous
groups like the Barese Icemen of New York whose story was
documented in a film.
The Craco Society, while assisting members researching their family histories in early 20th century US records show many families involved in a business called the
“paper stock.” After years of research for members and
countless records it is apparent that almost everyone who
came from Craco had a family member or knew someone
that was involved in this business. This “paper stock” business nurtured many from Craco and was heavily dominated
by them through the mid-century.
Today, the paper stock business is more recognizable
under the term of “recycling” but during prior times it was
known as “dealers in waste paper,” and “paper mill suppliers.”
Exactly how the Crachesi entered this business is
unknown but some hints at an answer to the question may
come from contemporary sources at the turn of the century.
Jacob Riis author of How The Other Half Lives observed in the 1880’s that, “…there is money to be made in
New York’s ash-barrel, but it was left to the genius of the
“padrone” to develop the full resources of the mine that was
to become the exclusive preserve of the Italian immigrant.”
At that time New York City hired gangs of men to
trim ash scows before they were taken to sea for off loading.
Besides being paid a dollar and a half for the day they could
keep whatever they found. This provided them with bones,
rags, tin cans, and other waste that formed another source of
revenue. Thomas Edison filmed scenes as he was developing the movie camera. that include ones showing men and
boys stuffing paper into burlap bags.
Just before the turn of the century we know the
Benedetto family from Craco organized a distribution center
for waste paper in Manhattan. No doubt it was one of those
group opportunities that allowed Cracotans to work with
someone they knew and could trust to treat them fairly.
New York City would prove to be an ideal place for this
business with its heavy concentration of printing trades and
office buildings along with legislation that favored this business.
We can get a sense of the dominance of Cracotans in
the industry by comparing information sources from the last
century. The 1907 New York City Directory has a business
listing for 103 “Paper Stock” companies and among them are
22 names of business owners that have Crachesi roots.
By 1918 White-Orr's Reference Register listed 79
paper stock businesses in New York City, with 24 of them
recognizable as Cracotans.

By 1934 the business directory listing shrunk to 66
listings but 26 were Cracotans.
As the industry contracted over those years the
Crachesi expanded their presence; going from 21% of the
business owners in 1907 to 39% in 1934. In fact, their dominance in the industry became so well know it was cited in the
2002 book, “Takedown The Fall of the Last Mafia Empire.”
The influence on Cracotan families was significant.
The bulk of their businesses were located in the Lower Manhattan commercial loft areas that were adjacent to the tenement neighborhood they called home. These were family
businesses, that sometimes included wives in roles sorting
paper into different grades. The sorting of office waste
sometime provided surprises and windfalls. Children in paper stock families always had pencils, pens and paper, albeit
used. Some workers were more fortunate, finding money,
small valuables, or fortunes in bonds that dramatically
changed their lives.
The story of this business and how it nurtured so
many is explored in this publication so we can better understand the experiences of our ancestors.

Home and Work— Above is 332 Water St., Manhattan,
showing a building that housed both a family and their
paper stock business. The truck loaded with waste paper
bags is visible in the lower right.
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The history of what was called
the “paper stock” and now called paper
recycling goes back a long way. In the
US it can be traced to 1690 when paper
was made from rags rather than wood
pulp.
In New York City, there was a
problem with waste management. New
York’s primary method for disposing
of its waste was simply to dump it into
the ocean. In 1895, Commissioner
George Waring instituted a waste management plan that eliminated ocean
dumping and mandated recycling.
Household waste was separated into
three categories: food waste, which
was steamed and compressed to eventually produce grease (for soap products) and fertilizer; rubbish, from
which paper and other marketable materials were salvaged; and ash, which
along with the nonsalable rubbish was
landfilled. This lasted until 1918 when
the laws in New York changed.
Waste paper was initially recycled to make fine writing and printing
papers; newspapers and magazines; but
over time it was prized because a surprisingly large number of products
could be made from it like: household
paper products such as paper towels,
napkins, facial and toilet tissue; office
products including copy paper, file
folders, envelopes, and adding machine
tape; packaging products (cereal packages, egg cartons, gift boxes), and
cardboard boxes; game boards; animal
bedding; and insulation.
The question for us is how did
so many Cracotans get involved in this
industry.
We know the earliest immigrants from Craco, arriving in the early
1880s , for the most part, had skills like
tailoring and barbering that allowed
them to become employed and even
become independent businessmen.
They were followed by others who
lacked the skills that could be easily
transferred to the new metropolitan
environment in New York City but
were willing and able laborers.
It is highly likely that these
ambitious ancestors sought out opportunities aggressively. Perhaps some
worked as day labors at the New York
City incinerators sorting debris and
realized there was value in waste products.
Records tell us that between
1880 and 1900 only about 387
Cracotans had immigrated to the US.
As new arrivals they stayed close together. Logically, if one found a promising opportunity it would have been
shared with a paisan.
In 1896, what has been called
“the first major recycling center” was
started in New York City by the Benedetto family, who had immigrated from
Craco. Their family oral history relates
that they collected rags, newspaper,
and trash with a push cart.
Most likely, they and others
from Craco were working the streets of
New York much earlier as laborers for
the City of New York or other busi-

Nothing New—Recycling is nothing new and this advertisement from 1862 that was published in
The Brooklyn Daily Eagle shows the value of waste products. The average income then was about
$15 weekly so the price being paid for waste was meaningful. Several similar ads showed there
was a demand for these waste goods. The value in these goods was recognized by municipalities
who employed people to scavenge waste. The demand and incomre provided by waste paper and
rags offered opportunities for immigrant individuals without skills or education to become self
employed.

Was this the start of Cracotan immigrants in the Paper Stock?—A movie clip from 1903 may show
how immigrants got into the paper stock business. Titled, “Sorting refuse at incinerating plant,
New York City,” the subject is a group of about thirty men and boys who are sorting combustible
refuse, mostly paper, and stuffing it into large sacks. In the background a man in a hat with an
emblem on it can be seen unloading trash from a large wagon. The location may have been the
New York City Sanitation Department's East 17th Street facility, or possibly the incinerator at
West 47th Street on the Hudson River. This early film was done by Thomas Edison and close
examination shows the individuals have the appearance to be immigrants. The two minute long
film is visible at the Library of Congress website.

nessmen in the “junk” business as it
was called then.
Junkmen and the junk trade
was a very broad term that covered a
wide range of activities focusing on
recycling any goods. It was commonplace then to see horse carts, hand
carts, and junk yards dealing in these
goods. In fact, this was so common
that a .silent movie, “The Ragman”
featuring Jackie Coogan, the prominent
child star of that era was made about
the business.
The always shrewd and resourceful Crachesi grasped the opportunity to capitalize on the concept of
recycling in the metropolis.
After all, how was it different
from their life in Craco as farmers utilizing everything the land gave them
and wasting nothing. They were used
to hard labor, gleaning the good from
the bad and being resourceful with everything.
In New York they didn’t have
to plow fields and sow seed but they

could harvest in the streets. It would
not be unreasonable to assume there
may have been 30-40 Cracotan men
with push carts going through Downtown New York before 1900 gathering
rags, paper, scrape metal or other waste
products that had value then.
Most likely, lacking English
skills and trust in other buyers of their
goods they chose to deal with each other. This created a mutually beneficial
relationship between them and the
Benedetto family who served as a brokerage business aggregating the goods
from the independent individuals.
Over the next decades of the
20th century this relationship would
serve as a foothold to help many of the
newly arriving Crachesi immigrants get
established and prosper.
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Although we surmise that the
Cracotan entry into the paper stock
trade originated from their observation
with recycling efforts by the City of
New York, it is interesting how they
came to dominate the business over a
generation.
Newspaper reports allow us to
understand the nature of the business
and how it evolved. Initially all sorts
of goods that could be recycled were
collected. The term, “junk men” was
often applied because of the wide range
of waste they collected. This was done
by men with handcarts or horse carts
going through the streets and bringing
their loads to a central warehouse that
purchased the goods. The waste products were separated, packed, and sold
to clients who used the waste products
to make new goods.
We know from the Benedetto
family, who still operates recycling
businesses, that they organized a centralized warehouse in 1897 to gather
the goods picked up by them and other
independent pushcart men. They developed a relationship with a broker
who could arrange for sales of the
packed or bailed waste to buyers.
Over time, individuals also
were able to open their own small
“shops” where they could gather and
sort the waste products or paper into
grades and get a higher price for it rather than selling it to another dealer.
These small shops would store their
materials and sell it to a broker in larger lots which also gave them an advantage. In addition, they were also
able to sell other goods that were collected to specialty dealers such as rags
or metal that was gathered along with
paper.
By early in the 20th century it
is clear that there was a strong
Cracotan presence in the paper stock.
The 1907-1908 New York City Business Directory has a listing for “Paper
Stock” with a sub heading that reads,
“See Junk Dealers: also Rag Dealers” (see the complete list with business addresses on the following page.)
The list shows at least 20% of
the businesses were run by Cracotans.
Most operated under their own names
although some (for example, Chambers
Paper Stock and Madison Paper Stock)
operated under Americanized business
names.
The Cracotan men listed as
owners of paper stock businesses
were:
Dominick Benedetto
Angelo Cantasano
Dominick Cantasano
Nicholas V. Cantasano & Brother
Francisco Colabella
Biase Donadio
Joseph Episcopio
Giuseppe Francavilla
Joseph Matera
V. Mastronardi & F. Camperlengo
Antonio Mormando
Giuseppe Parziale
Michael Pascarella

Horse Carts and Handcarts –The newspaper advertisement above for a waste dealer shows the
wide range of goods that were collected. After WWI there would be more specialization by dealers
into the paper, rag, and metal as the needs of manufacturers became more specific for the types,
quality, and grades of waste goods they required to make new products. The ad also illustrates the
way goods were gathered in the era before trucks were used. Individuals pushing handcarts
through the streets gathered small amounts from households or small businesses while horse
carts picked up larger loads of waste from sources like plants and factories.
Trouble in the Paper
Stock— The 1903 New
York Times news article
(right) lists Michael Pascarella and Madison Paper Stock as receiving
judgements in their favor
for paper stock they sold
to another company.

Andrew Ragone
James Seccafica
Gaetano Viverito
Peter Viverito & Co.

We know that both Michael
Pascarella and Madison Paper Stock
had been operating since at least 1902
from an August 18, 1903 New York
Times article relating to the settlement
of a dispute. It is very likely many of
the others were as well established in
businesses of their own for a long time
to get listed in the directory.
Besides providing income,
ownership of these businesses gave the
men and their families a new status.
Giuseppe Francavilla (b.1860, Craco)
who had been in New York since 1893,
traveled to Craco in 1905 to help his
younger brother’s family relocate to
America. He traveled back with his
nephew and listed his occupation as
“merchant.” Giuseppe’s brother and
nephews would join him in his paper
stock business.
It is difficult to imagine the

size and scope of business operations
back then but contemporary news articles give some insight. The Brooklyn
Daily Eagle reported on Feb. 26, 1910
about a fire that destroyed the paper
stock warehouse of Nicholas Cantasano at 185 South St., Manhattan. The
loss was estimated at $50,000 - a staggering amount back then that would be
equal to $1,246,000 today!
Events over the next decades
would help the industry grow and expand providing owners with opportunities to prosper.
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1907-1908 NEW YORK CITY BUSINESS LIST

Pushcarts an Horse carts—A common sight in Lower New York City during the
immigrant era at the turn of the 20th century were pushcarts. They served as a
vehicle that one man could use to move considerable amounts of goods, and
also if they were selling items the pushcart could be set up on the street to
serve as the “store.” In this 1890s image two men, with bags of rags they had
gathered are resting. Horse carts (shown below) allowed for the gathering of
larger amounts of waste goods. Both handcarts and horse carts were used by
the Cracotan paper stock men before the introduction of trucks.
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1917-1918 NEW YORK CIT Y BUSINESS LIST

Sign of the Times—This WWI era public service notice appearing in the Brooklyn Eagle Newspaper
shows the interest in informing the public about
the need for wastepaper .

Brooklynn Eagle, March 24, 1912
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PAPER STOCK MEN OF N EW YORK DURING WWI
From 1880 to 1910 over 1,167
individuals from Craco immigrated to
the US.
Considering the natural
growth of families, there were at least
2,000 people with a connection to the
town living in New York City. Many
of these immigrants, lacking trades or
skills, were able to find opportunites
working in the paper stock and this
would grow over the next decade.
The period between 1910 and
1920 was marked by societal changes
and major events. These all impacted
the paper stock industry and for the
most part added to its growth.
American industrial growth in
the decade created prosperity which
stimulated demand for goods and
products that required recycled items.
The demand for waste paper exploded
with WWI as the need for paper
increased.
During the war, the Waste
Reclamation Service, established by
the US government to increase war
materials, benefitted those Crachesi in
the paper stock business. By 1917
there were several who had ventured
into business on their own and were
established as owners in the paper and
rag recycling business (see 1917-1918
list on previous page). These businessmen also provided employment
and income for family members and
other paesani. However, there were
great losses too as loved ones were
drawn into the war.
We know the story of two paper stock men with a Crachese connection who served in the US Army.
They served along with several other
Cracotans who were living in Manhattan’s Little Italy neighborhood. Both
men were drafted and served in 77th
Division, known as the “Metropolitan
Division” because it was made up of
men from New York City.
They both participated in the
Muse-Argonne battle and lost their
lives in it. Their deaths came just
weeks before the end of WWI on Nov.
11, 1918.
Peter P . Benedetto

Peter P. Benedetto was born
Sept 5, 1895 in Craco the son of Domenico and Maria Teresa Paduano.
After immigrating in 1899 and attend-

ing school he joined his father’s paper
stock business and obtained his citizenship. He was the business’ general
manager when drafted and reported to
Camp Upton on Long Island, NY for
training in September 1917, ultimately
reaching the rank of Sargent. The extract of his company’s report tells of
his bravery in his last battle,
“On Sept. 7, 1918, this soldier led his
section across the plateau at
Vauxcère, France through a heavy
enemy barrage and in plain view of the
enemy. When his men became scattered, he remained under shell fire
without a thought of personal safety, in
order to collect them and place them
in their positions. This soldier was
known among his comrades for his
extraordinary courage, cheerfulness,
leadership and devotion to duty.
He is interred in at the AisneMarne American Cemetery in Belleau,
France. In 1930 the US Government
organized the WWI Mothers’ Pilgrimage and offered to send them to their
loved one's final resting place in Europe. Sgt. Benedetto’s mother Teresa
made the voyage to visit the gravesite.
Nicola Francavilla

Nicola Francavilla was born in Craco
on May 15, 1894 to Carlo and Lucia
Viggiano. He arrived in New York
with his family in 1905 and after completing his schooling joined his father
and uncle Giuseppe in the family’s
paper stock business until he was
drafted in September 1917. He was
still an Italian citizen but had filed his
papers declaring his intention for US
citizenship. He went to Camp Upton
for training and was made a Corporal.
Arriving in France his unit was moved
to the Argonne Forest. On September
28, 1918 orders arrived for them to
advance into thick woods where they
encountered savage machine gun fire.
It was during this day that Corporal
Nicola Francavilla went missing in
action. His body was never recovered

and his sacrifice is marked by a Tablet
of the Missing at the Meuse-Argonne
American Cemetery at Romagne,
France.
Although the demand for
waste paper had increased, the technology of processing it had not
changed. This was still a labor intensive business that often included women and children family members.
Pushcarts and horse carts were still in
use as was hand sorting of paper into
different grades. Packing the paper
into bales was done with mechanical
presses that relied on hand levers and
cranks.
Structural changes had taken
place the industry and it made a difference for the Cracotan paper stock men
in New York.
The Benedetto business had
been acquiring industrial buildings
that were leased to Cracotans and others in the paper stock. They also
formed an alliance with the Robert
Gair Company, (Gair was the inventor
of the folded cardboard carton in
1890) who by this time owned several
paper mills and industrial buildings. It
was through this supply chain of
Cracotan paper stock men, who were
tenants of the Benedetto businesses
that waste paper could be assembled in
large quantities. The Benedettos were
then able to broker and sell it to paper
mills. Among the uses of the waste
paper by The Gair Company was the
production of packaging for Bloomingdale’s, Colgate, Pond’s and
Nabisco who adopted cardboard boxes
to package their “Uneeda Biscuits” for
mass distribution.
The Cracotans in the waste
paper supply chain all benefitted from
this increased demand and they made
good use of their new found prosperity.
Some, like Giuseppe Francavilla (Nicola’s uncle) decided to go
back to his farming roots and sold his
interest to his brother Carlo and other
nephew Frank. Giuseppe and his wife
Rosa Spera purchased land in Swartswood Lake, NJ and started a farm.
Others took their gains and
invested them in new homes in the
areas surrounding Manhattan to get
their families out of the tenements but
still remain close to commute to the
city where their shops remained.
One other outgrowth of the
war was the introduction of technology
to businesses including the paper stock
business that would take hold in the
next decade.
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PAPER STOCK MEN IN T HE ROARING 20S
After WWI the US underwent
social and economic changes that reshaped the country. This included expanded industrialization, commercialism, and consumerism. These factors
all effected the paper stock in New
York.
Increased demand for paper
came from the consumerism that was
sweeping the country. This was driven
by the prosperity experienced by postwar industrialization, mass production,
new products, and advertising techniques that stimulated purchasing.
Additionally, US economic
policy reduced taxes on the wealthy
and businesses which further encouraged growth, leading to an economic
boom, and a rise in speculative investments.
In line with these changes the
paper stock men of New York made
changes to the way they operated.
As America transitioned from
horse drawn carriages to motor vehicles the adoption of trucks changed the
paper stock enabling larger and heavier
loads of paper being gathered. Other
technology of the period provided for
productivity improvements and more
profits for the businessmen. Manual
presses for bailing paper that were previously hand cranked became driven
by electric motors creating larger and
heavier waste paper bales that could be
delivered to mills for use in making the
new paper products that were in demand.
Some larger paper stock dealers made additional enhancements to
the recycling process. This included
mechanizing the handling and sorting
of waste paper following the assembly
line concept that was used in mass production.
The size of their businesses
and volumes of waste paper they handled is difficult to comprehend today.
An example of the scope of
activity is illustrated by a New York
Times April 10, 1927 news article titled, “Mountains Of Waste Paper Are
Collected In The City.”
The article, focusing on the
waste paper generated in New York
City, reports there were 788 businesses
collecting tons of paper daily. One unnamed dealer is cited in it as an
“average” business with 15 trucks and
30 employees collecting several hundred tons of waste paper daily. The
largest quantities gathered were identified as 15-30 tons picked up weekly
from Wall Street offices, two to three
tons from one large hotel daily, and 20
tons daily from a newspaper publisher.
Higher quality waste papers, which
were worth more, came from printers
and book binders. The waste paper was
taken to the dealer’s warehouse on the
East River where it was sorted. The
sorting rooms were divided into sections where there were bins to hold the
different grades of paper. The market
value of the waste paper for higher

New Meets Old—This photograph from the post-WWI era shows the transition with horse carts in
the back ground and a truck being loaded with large bales of paper heading for the mill to be
made into new paper products. The scene is at the corner of Roosevelt and South Streets. Babino & Gatto Paper Makers Supplies, painted on the building behind the truck was located at 177
South Street and the truck being loaded was theirs. The horse carts further down the street also
have paper stock materials, bags of waste paper and smaller bales of paper. Although mechanization was creeping into the business there was heavy dependence on manual labor and some
special hand tools. The bale of paper shown being loaded was on a hand truck. These heavy
hand trucks allowed the paper stock men to manually move bales weighing hundreds of pounds.
The individual standing at the back is holding one of the other common tools of the paper stock
men—the baling hook.

quality grades was $2.50 per one hundred pounds then, equivalent to $34
today.
To put those figures into perspective for the workers, the average
pay for US laborers then was fifty
cents an hour and in Milan, Italy it was
ten cents an hour.
This new-found prosperity
started changing the structure of Little
Italy with families beginning to leave
the Downtown tenement buildings for
better conditions. Many moved to the
surrounding suburbs that were close
enough to Manhattan to commute to
work.
Business owners also used
their profits to expand including investment in business properties. Another
New York Times article of September
27, 1929 listing real estate transactions
describes the following, “A block front
in the lower east side, near the East
River, has been assembled by D. Benedetto, Inc. large dealers in paper mill
supplies and waste paper, who yesterday bought...the three and five story
building at 65, 67, 69 Rutgers Slip,
corner of Water Street. ...The structures
are to be altered and improved for localizing the four separate units of D.
Benedetto, Inc.”

A Wedding Day Photograph—Shown above is
Domenico Benedetto (b. 1875, Craco) on the
left and his son Joseph Benedetto on Joe’s
1929 wedding day. Joe and his wife traveled
to Craco after the wedding and made the
home movie of the town that appears in The
Craco Society video, Craco: Visits through
Time.
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PAPER STOCK LISTINGS 1925
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PAPER STOCK LISTINGS 1927
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S T A R T I N G T H E D A I LY P R O C E S S
Early Morning Start—The Cracotan paper stock men
of New York were early risers getting out and picking
up the waste paper at their customers before the City
became busy. Shown left is a half loaded truck at a
stop where waste paper was picked up. The burlap
bags, filled with waste paper were usually piled up by
the business in a area that was accessible to the
paper stock men. Often there were scheduled days
and time of pick-up. The loader on the street can
clearly be seen holding his “hook” the ever present
hand tool for paper stock men. Everyone also carried a pocket knife to help with the cutting open or
tying the cord used to close the bags.
The individual stacking the bags on the
truck was probably the driver. This was a prized job,
and required responsibility for the truck and also
business contacts with customers, building superintendents, and other individuals the men came in
contact with during their work. An important part of
the driver’s job was to represent the business by
maintaining good relationships with the people they
interfaced with. This included making payments,
tipping building staff that helped them, collecting
bills, and opening new accounts. In smaller companies this may have been the owner, one of the partners, or a family member.
The truck, was typical of those preferred for
paper stock work in that era , with an open body and
moveable stakes that could accommodate different
configurations depending on what was being loaded
on the truck. While driving with a load, the rear
would be covered by a tarpaulin to reduce littering.
Photographs courtesy of the Benedetto family

Unloading—Once the bagged waste paper was picked up from customers
and the truck was fully loaded it would return to the “shop” as it was called
where the bags were unloaded. The image above shows a fully loaded truck
with a paper stock man on top of the load tossing bags down to the loading
dock where other men would bring it inside and store it for sorting.
The photograph right shows one of the modern improvement that
made moving material easier—a vertical conveyor that ran up through the
floors of the warehouse. This scene was at 520 Water Street, Manhattan
and at one time the conveyor was reputedly the longest inside a building in
the US.
The conveyor ran up to the top of the building and the different
businesses occupying space in the building would take turns using it to load
and unload material.
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MAKING THE GRADE

Sorting and Packing—As the trucks were unloading the bags of
waste paper were stacked inside the dealer’s warehouse or “shop”
as it was referred to by them. In large buildings mechanical conveyors aided in moving goods. In smaller shops this was done
manually as was most of the other work.
Shown in the upper left, bags are taken off a conveyor that lifted
them inside the building from the street level and then are being
placed on a vertical conveyor (photograph upper right) that allowed
them to be moved to an area that held them until being sorted.
Sorting, (shown center left and right) allowed the waste paper to be
“graded” since each type brought a different value when sold.
These images show there were more than paper stock men in this
era with women working in the sorting process too. The sorted paper was put in bins and when there was enough to bail it was put
into a press (photo left) that compressed the paper and then
stored until being sold and shipped to mills.
Photographs courtesy of the Benedetto Family
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SHIPPING THE GOODS
The culmination of all the efforts of sorting and packing the paper into bales was selling them to paper mills. This
was handled through a broker and prices for the different
grades of paper was based on the demand the mills had at any
time for them to use in making products.
The price for waste paper varied on market conditions
and the grade of paper. Mixed papers, which was mostly office waste, was the lowest grade and brought a low price.
Sometimes when the price dropped too low this paper was taken to dumps until demand and prices from the mills rose.
The better grades of paper (for example, colored ledgers, white ledgers, corrugated), which brought higher prices
also changed over time based on the differing needs for papers
that the mills needed to produce goods. An illustration is the
demand for tabulator (punched) cards that were used to program mainframe computers in the mid-20th century. From
not being a grade in the early part of the century they were the
most valuable waste paper by the 1960s as vast amounts were
needed until computer programming changed in the late 1970s
and “tab cards” are now almost non-existent.
This change, driven by technology was always a factor
in the paper stock business. These photographs illustrate some
of that change. The photograph to the top-right shows the electric baling machine which enabled larger and heavier bales to
be packed. In the photograph below a bale of paper is removed
from the press and going to be weighted on the scale.in front of
it. The weight would be marked on the side of the bale so the
owner would be able to calculate what was available to ship.
(These 1940 photographs shows Dominick Colabella (b. 1891,
Craco) owner of Clifton Paper Co., are courtesy of the Colabella family.)
Shipping the bales to the paper mills was done by large
tractor trailers which had replace the smaller trucks of previous
decades. The more modern tractor trailer truck was capable of
carrying significantly more material than earlier equipment.
The truck shown below has a load of corrugated paper (old
boxes) that would be used by the mills to create new stock.
At the mills the used paper would be unloaded and
dumped into large vats of acids that broke the paper down into
pulp which was formulated into a paper for another product.
Since the price paid to the paper stock dealer was
based on weight (usually a certain amount per hundred pounds)
sometimes tricks were used to increase the weight of the bales.
It was known for bales to be returned from the mills after they
were discovered to contain more than paper.
There are stories of bathtubs, kitchen sinks, and toilet
bowls returning to a paper stock dealer inside a bale of paper.
But there were also other stories of mills asking for
bales from certain dealers knowing they contained more than
paper. Apparently, one dealer decided to get rid of the wire
strapping he had by putting it in bales of corrugated cardboard.
The mill never caught it until the mixing process was completed but realized the added material actually helped the process
by wrapping around the acid vat’s cutting blades improving
their efficiency.
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PAPER STOCK LIST—1932

Consolidating Presence—During the period between the World Wars (1918-1939) the Cracotan presence in the paper stock in
New York became solidified. By this time, there were two generations working in the industry as sons joined the businesses
established by their immigrant fathers. The industry served as an opportunity for employment to many of the Cracotan immigrants arriving prior to 1924 when the US closed immigration. Many of them lacked education, trade skills and couldn’t speak
English but were able to connect with their paesani who were established in the paper stock business. They could obtain jobs
based on their willingness to do the hard labor the job required. Comfortable with employers they knew and trusted and being
able to converse with them and the other employees in the dialect they spoke the new immigrants felt secure in their employment as they struggled to assimilate.
As Cracotan immigrants got settled they usually moved to better housing than initially available in the Manhattan tenements but
remained within commuting distance to the areas where the paper stock buildings were located, generally along the Lower East
Side. As their children became educated sons joined the businesses and provided energy to expand operations. This trend
would continue until after WWII when economic and social changes impacted the industry.
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PAPER STOCK LIST—1934

The 1930s saw a decade of consolidation of
Cracotan business owners in the paper stock. During this period two generations were able to work together in these family owned businesses to solidify the gains that were made earlier.
The first generation that had arrived at the turn of the
century was joined by their sons in running the businesses.
The younger generation business practices that were learned
in schools augmented the practical experience their fathers
had from years in business. This second generation would
carry the businesses forward for the next several decades.
With the arrival of the Great Depression there was an
increased emphasis on conserving and reusing goods as part
of the frugality mindset that was prevalent before the consumer culture began to replace it in the1950s.
For the paper stock industry, this was a boon as manufacturers sought the waste products they recycled. By the
end of the decade war broke out in Europe increasing demand
and generating higher prices for waste paper. Although the
US would not enter the war until the end of 1941 the federal
government, in anticipation, set up the Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supply. Among the actions the agency
took was to control and stabilize prices for waste paper.
Working in conjunction with dealers they established a price
based on the “New York Market” that buyers agreed to use in
purchasing the baled paper. Prices were established at $11$16 per baled ton depending on the grade of paper. This is
equivalent to $192-$275 in today’s dollars and gave the paper
stock dealers room to make good profits.
In addition to the sale of the baled papers, there were
also additional sources of income for the businessmen. These
included charging for waste removal for some customers that
had low grade paper (for example office waste). They were
also able to recycle other items found in the waste paper such
as bottles, metals, and postage stamps. The Cracotan paper
stock men emerged for the Depression in good shape but
would face the challenges of WWII shortly.
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THE CRACOTAN PAPER S TOCK MEN IN WWII
The decade after the Great Depression of the 1930s
marked a unique time for the Crachesi in New York City.
The community was centered in tight surroundings allowing
for frequent interaction. Those living in Downtown Manhattan inhabited the Little Italy area including Roosevelt and
Baxter Streets with similar concentrations in sections of
Brooklyn. The men from both areas commuted into the
Downtown areas six days a week to work at the paper stock
businesses congregated there.
There was also a demographic concentration at this
point in time with three generations of Cracotans clustered
together. The 1941 Annual Dinner Dance of the Società San
Vincenzo Martire di Craco held on the eve of the San Vincenzo Feast at the Half Moon Hotel in Brooklyn serves to
show how tightknit the community still was. On that night,
500 people attended.
The first generation of immigrants were now 50-60
years old but continued to work while watching their children and grandchildren prosper. The second generation,
now in their 30s-40s, had assimilated into American culture
and many followed their fathers into the family businesses.
Within the paper stock, this created a consolidation
as the original founders of businesses began turning them
over to their sons. The timing would be fortunate.
With the onset of war in Europe in late 1939 a growing demand for waste paper began. The US Government
reacting to the outbreak of war and sensing an impending
crisis created administrative bureaus to manage resources.
For example, the Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supply was involved in setting waste paper prices as early as August 1941, months before the US entry into the war.
As had happened 30 years earlier, war brought prosperity to
the paper stock men.
Waste paper was deemed a vital resource and campaigns were launched to educate the public. Although individuals and school children gathered paper and other items
to support the war effort their contributions were minimal;
literally the heavy lifting was done by the men in the paper
stock.
The value of paper stock men was recognized by the
government in several ways, including recognition as a vital
industry, exemption of employees from the military service,
and giving the businesses additional access to heavily rationed gasoline to run their trucks.
New techniques were introduced to meet the needs
of wartime demand. Previously, the paper stock in New
York City served as feeders to local mills in New Jersey and
Upstate New York. With WWII railroad freight cars were
used to move large amounts of baled paper to mills in more
distant areas. This expanded the distribution system of the
industry which would be needed in the future as post-war
consumer demand would be factor in the next decades.
At the end of the war, as conditions began returning
to normal the paper stock business owners began facing new
challenges. In 1946 they formed the New York Waste Paper
Removers and Packers Association, Inc., to address these
issues. There were also a similar sounding trade-waste organizations formed at that time which were removing garbage and other non-recyclable materials from businesses;
these were referred to as “carting” companies. The distinction between the paper stock and carting would become important in the next decades after New York City changed
regulations governing waste collection.

Left: A 1942 photograph this load of waste paper. It has just then been
delivered to a Philadelphia paper mill, where it was made into packing
boxes for defense products .
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CRACOTAN PAPER STOCK MEN—AFTER 1950
After WWII, the Cracotan paper stock men were
faced with several challenges that over the next decades
would change the business dissipating the Cracotan presence
in the industry.
As the US economy adjusted after the war, it shifted
from the military demands to those of consumers and industry. New technologies emerged that created demand for new
paper products. The introduction of computing into businesses requited increased demand for types of paper such as
tabulator cards and form feed printing papers. Consumer
marketing companies created demand for paper products like
napkins, paper towels, and even pizza boxes. These all were
beneficial to the small and large family owned paper stock
businesses.
But as these opportunities emerged the Cracotan
men in the industry were changing. The business founders,
who got the Cracotans started in the trade had passed away
or retired leaving the businesses to sons.
This changing demographic also impacted the availability of employees. With immigration closed since 1924
the number of Cracotans who worked in the businesses began to decline as they aged. There was also a declining interest among family members to enter the business as societal preference shifted from labor and trade careers to professional opportunities. This preference for having children
enter other professions was also promoted by the Cracotan
paper stock men who knew full well the difficulties of laboring in the trade.
The gap in employees were filled by a new wave of
immigrants—from within the US. Puerto Ricans and Black
Southerners moved to northern cities for the opportunities
offered there. Just like the original Italian immigrants they
lacked language, education, or other skills but could find
employment as laborers. The paper stock was among those
industries they found work in. Over time, these newcomers
replaced the retiring Cracotan employees completely.
The City of New York was also implementing well
intended regulations that added pressure on the industry and
would ultimately impact the City negatively.
Plans to redevelop the Downtown area included
eliminating many of the industrial buildings that housed paper stock businesses replacing them with housing for the
expanding population. This forced the paper stock businesses to shift their locations to other parts of the City, primarily
to industrial areas in Brooklyn. The redevelopment plans
also included eliminating the tenements changing areas of
Baxter Street and eliminating the entire area of Roosevelt
Street.
With the destruction of these Downtown locations,
that were the historic strongholds for Cracotan and other
immigrants, the foundation was laid for the disappearance of
cultural immigrant strongholds like Little Italy.
The City of New York also introduced new regulations regarding sanitation. In 1957 they required businesses
to obtain their own disposal services from private waste
haulers who are licensed by the City. The consequences of
this would have considerable impact on the paper stock and
the City but it would not be apparent for decades.
The new regulation may have appeared to be a boon
to paper stock men. Although they had been working with
businesses already to pick up their paper they now had what
appeared to be an opportunity to expand.
Those with the capital to invest in very expensive
garbage trucks were able to enter the new area of opportunity. Some paper stock businesses added the garbage collection (called “carting”) to their operations, some switched
from paper recycling to just carting, and some new entrants
began carting businesses.
For decades the paper recycling businesses had
operating under free-market guidelines – recyclers would bid
on the paper waste generated by a building or business, with
the lowest bidder “winning” the contract. In this way, used
paper grew in value as a commodity, and its associated recycling infrastructure was firmly established.

As soon as the new law was passed, mob-owned
carters began infiltrating the paper collection routes, intimidating established recyclers and claiming entire “territories”
for themselves. They established zones of operation with “no
price-cutting, no open warfare, and all territorial disputes
solved by bosses by creating corporate associations as covers for their illegitimate activities. The garbage cartels, controlled mainly by five major crime families, aimed at the
paper stock as part of their empire.
In response, the New York Association of Paper
Mills, Dealers and Supplies was formed by the legitimate
paper stock men. The Association’s activity was able to keep
the Mafia separated from the paper stock by carving up territories, accounts and making rules about paper customers
versus garbage customers. It often met at a West Side Manhattan restaurant called Ponte’s Steakhouse at 39 Debrosses
Street, which was owned by one of the paper stock dealers
who had ventured into commercial garbage collection. The
restaurant owner’s connection with the Mafia and fraudulent
practices in the garbage industry emerged publically when
the State of New York convicted him and several cartel
members of criminal activity in 1997.
But the cumulative effect of all the changes after
WWII in New York City surfaced much sooner as their impact pressured the small family owned Cracotan paper stock
businesses. By the 1970s they were disappearing.
Having served for decades as feeder for brokers who
aggregated large lots of paper for mills they now could no
longer remain profitable. The business had nurtured many
immigrants and their families since the turn of the 20th century but now the great number of Cracotan who were in the
business were either gone or exiting it but they left a legacy
that shouldn’t be forgotten.

Roosevelt & South Streets — the scene shown in the photograph above,
is now gone with the area changed by rehabilitation in the 1950s.
When this picture was taken the area was a mainstay of the Crachesi.
To the lower right, paper stock trucks with bales of paper that would be
recycled at paper mills.
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THE CRACOTAN PAPER STOCK MEN OF NEW YORK - LEGACY
At the end of the 20th century
changes continued impacting the paper
stock industry. World-wide economic
expansion created increased demand
for many types of recycled goods as
new technologies and emerging markets, coupled with environment concerns created a much larger market for
waste paper and other goods that were
shipped overseas to countries in Asia.
In New York City, where the
Cracotan paper stock men had dominated the industry decline of the small
family “shops” continued. The factors
impacting them were exacerbated by a
growing pressure as Mafia controlled
garbage companies eyed the paper collection routes, intimidating established
recyclers
and
claiming
entire
“territories” for themselves. Paper recycling quickly became a part of the
vast mafia garbage cartel, controlled
mainly by five major crime families.
Zones of operation were established,
with “no price-cutting, no open warfare, and all territorial disputes solved
by bosses.”
It was a stark contrast to how
the paper stock businesses had operated for nearly a century under freemarket guidelines. Becuse the mafia
arrangement was predicated on collusion, the tradition of open competition
among paper recyclers was unwelcome
in the new order. Paper recyclers – regardless of their history of service and
well-established procedures, were expected either to leave areas altogether
(forced out by intimidation), or to join
in the conspiracy .
In the 1990s the New York
Police began an undercover investigation of criminal conspiracy as the result
of the fire-bombing of truck owned by
a legitimate company that was an attempt to threaten them. The story was
documented in a book, Takedown: The
Fall of the Last Mafia Empire. Ultimately, it would lead to the arrest and
imprisonment of the criminal elements
in the industry. But the changes in the
paper stock were irreversible.
During the twilight of the
Cracotan paper stock men’s era, the
“Wall Street Journal” published an
opinion piece on August 8, 1961 titled
In Praise of a Junk Dealer. It recognized the role of “junk men” and their
ilk, which included all sorts of dealers
in recycled goods. The gist of the article was these small businessmen, although not highly visible and disdained
for the nature of their work, contributed greatly to society. It recognized
their, “...labor to save, to care for one’s
own, to prosper…”. The piece continues recognizing the role played by
these individuals for society with, “He
gathers up what is useless and puts it to
use. The debris that would otherwise
be waste is collected, sorted, shipped,
and returned again into the stream of
raw material that feed our factories.
...who can say that these men … do

more.”

So, what is the legacy of the
Cracotan paper stock men who dominated this unique business in 20th century New York City? And, why were
they so successful in coming from a
small farming village in southern Italy
and competing in the world’s largest
metropolis?
First, we can consider how the
first Cracotan men and women, who
arrived here at the turn of the century,
were able to adapt to this business and
not some other opportunity in America.
Many of the skills and methods
used in the paper stock mirrored things
that were done on farms. Loading, unloading, sorting, separating, and grading were all tasks they experienced in
their in agrarian life in Craco.
The underlying premise of the
paper stock and recycling as a whole
was practiced for centuries in Craco by
these people where nothing would go
to waste.
There is little doubt that as new
immigrants came to New York they
were eagerly welcomed as employees
of earlier Cracotans who had started in
the trade. It was an important advantage since those arriving lacked
English language and their local dialect
may have limited opportunities with
other Italian businessmen.
They also brought a mindset
for dealing with the risk they faced as
entrepreneurs. It was similar to what
farmers always had. After sowing their
seed they had to hope for a successful
crop knowing a variety of calamities
could possibly ruin it all.
But perhaps the most important element the Crachesi brought
with them was their work ethic-they
were not shy about working hard to
provide for themselves, their families,
and this included cooperating with
their paesani to help them get ahead,
too..
This may be understood by the
comments of Sal Benedetto of Chambers Paper Fibers, Corp., in the book,
Takedown:
“Now, the paper business—
that’s a different story. You
have to get up earlier in the
morning—4am, maybe 4:30.
You pick up your paper, sort
it, and bale it. And then you
try to sell it. The real trick is
even though you’ve agreed to
pay a fixed price for your
customers’ old paper, you
never know what you’re getting for that same paper until
it’s sold. It’s no different than
a farmer going to market: At
the end of the day you don’t
know what your getting until
you got it.”
The days of Cracotan paper
stock men, traveling through New
York’s Downtown streets, inhabiting

the old warehouses on the Lower East
Side, with a whiskey bottle in their
desk draw to seal a deal with a paesan,
are now long gone. But their legacy
lives on in the society that benefited
from their labors and in their descendants who are the greatest beneficiaries
of their endeavours.

Shown above is the cover of the
book that highlights the investigation into
Mafia control of the garbage business in
New York City in the early 1990s. Mentioned in the book are many details about
the paper stock business, the Cracotan
connection to it, and individuals who were
involved in the trade. A key role in the undercover investigation was played by Sal
Benedetto and employees of the Chambers
Paper Fibers Corp. at their Brooklyn location
on Plymouth Street.
A television interview with Rick
Cowen, the lead detective in the investigation and his co-author is available to view
online on C-SPAN.

